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Tell me and I’ll forget.
Show me and I may remember.
Involve me and I’ll understand.
Traditional Proverb
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Willing students and dedicated
staff are a powerful combination to
capitalise on potential.
Challenge Partners Review 2017

W EL CO M E
Founded in 1571, Burford is a school with a long and successful history
in educating young people. Here we teach students how to think,

not what to think, and provide an environment that helps them to
develop insight, judgement and character.
Students and staff together feel

To flourish young people need to explore more than just academic

privileged to be part of the celebrated

pursuits. Students at Burford benefit from access to a wide range

school at Burford. Consequently, the

of cultural and sporting activities. These are vital for personal

members of our community are dedicated

growth and long-term wellbeing; they help also to build those

to each other and wish to grow further

important friendships that last a lifetime.

the legacy of opportunity built over a
rich 450 year history.

We ask that you come to visit us. Only then will you get a true
sense of what makes Burford the School it is.

Academic success forms the mainstay of what makes Burford
special. We have a commitment to support students to achieve
the best possible grades and unlock the next stage in their lives
- the results of A-level students have put Burford in the top 25%
of schools nationally in recent years.

We look forward to meeting you soon.

M Albrighton
Mr M Albrighton — Headteacher

The majority of our Sixth Formers will seek places at the best
universities including Oxbridge and those in the Russell and 1994
Groups. Some choose to attend Art or Drama schools; whilst others
will look to gain apprenticeships at prestigious companies such as
IBM, Mercedes or Air Tanker. The range of destinations sets the bar
for future aspiring students at Burford.
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In 2017 the proportion of
students achieving a Grade 5
or 5 and above in English and
Mathematics was well above
the national rate for the past
two years.
Ofsted 2018
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Beatrix – Year 8

Year 7 was an interesting and exciting
experience and I was able to make lots
of new friends. The teachers are very
nurturing and help you stay happy and
healthy. There are a variety of lunchtime and after school clubs to choose
from including music ensemble, cricket
and hockey. The Library has a wide
variety of books with a Study Zone
where you can do your homework.

T E AC H I N G & LE A R N I N G
Burford School is an outstanding learning community with
academic excellence at its heart.
The school puts teaching and learning at the centre of all that it

The School’s ‘Learning Zone’ offers personalised learning

does. A positive learning experience is provided for each student

programmes. Gifted and talented students are provided with

through effective planning, inspirational teaching and a constant

enrichment and extension opportunities to prepare them for future

evaluation of the curriculum. Individual needs and stages of

academic excellence at university. Those with additional needs have

development are taken into account, building on students’

tailor-made curricula and interventions to engage them in their

knowledge and experience to ensure their full potential is reached.

learning, and students with English as an additional language have

On-going professional development, at a national level, enables all

access to the support they require.

our staff to engage with new teaching methods helping students
to learn efficiently and effectively.

Central to the outstanding teaching is our commitment to challenge
and inspire our students. We are a centre of excellence for music

High expectations motivate students to take responsibility for

and offer our students access to a wide range of exceptional

their own learning and to undertake independent research and

musical opportunities. Through the Burford Institute of Music

wider reading. The school has excellent IT facilities and our well

students are able to perform with established orchestras, take

resourced and up-to-date library provides outstanding support

part in professional masterclasses and work on a programme of

for literacy across the curriculum. Students extend and enrich

activities with the University of Oxford.

their learning through regular homework and independent
study projects.
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Pupils behave very well, both in
lessons and round the school. They
wear the school uniform with pride
and are respectful and courteous to
one another and to adults.
Ofsted 2018
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Charlie – Year 10

There are many extra-curricular
activities on offer at Burford;
sometimes it’s difficult to fit everything
in! I love sports. I played badminton
in Year 7 and 8 and have enjoyed
rugby, football and cricket training.
I have also represented the school in
U12s cricket and U13s rugby teams.
I would encourage everyone to join a
club at Burford. It’s a great way to get
involved and make friends.

P ER S O N A L G R OW T H
We are a highly successful and thriving Academy school catering for
both day and boarding students from 11-18.
Situated at the ‘Gateway to the Cotswolds’, we are fortunate to be

Students achieve their best when they are happy, secure, and

within an area which is not only inspirational in its beauty, but rich

confident. The building of close and positive relations with our

in history and tradition. Our site, of more than forty acres, sits high

Partnership Primary Schools, ensures that the transition into Year 7

above the town of Burford, whilst our boarding house, in what was

is not only smooth but eagerly embraced. For the increasingly

the original Grammar School, lies centrally near the church.

large number of students who choose to come to us from outside
catchment, we hold additional orientation days.

Our borders, who number just over a hundred, add an international
feel to our community and enrich the lives of those who attend.

The student body is fully involved with shaping the school and

The boarders are highly visible within the town as they walk to

year councils, peer mentoring, and student leadership roles offer

and from the boarding house each day and they share a close and

a variety of ways for students to contribute to decisions made

positive relationship with the local community.

within the school. Our Head boy and Head girl attend governors’
meetings to ensure that student views are fully represented.

The atmosphere within the school is one of mutual respect and
positive attitudes. High standards of behaviour and the building

The dedicated and experienced staff give above and beyond for

of mature relationships prepare students to become thoughtful,

every student, but it is the combined commitment of staff, parents,

considerate and responsible individuals. The extensive pastoral

and the students themselves that enables each individual student

care gives them the motivation to strive towards higher and more

to reach their full potential.

rewarding personal goals. Fundraising, charitable campaigns, and
inter-house competitions are fundamental to life at Burford.
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A rich, wide ranging curriculum
is offered to all.
Challenge Partners Review 2017
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Julianne Francesca –
Year 11

I’ve had the joy of performing with the
Burford Symphony Orchestra, boosted
my confidence by becoming a Language
Leader, helped my peers as a Form
Representative, and even given students
a voice on the School Council. Burford
gives us the freedom to find our own
path, as the school has several GCSE
subjects that students can choose to
complement their academic strengths.

CURRICULUM
Burford School delivers a stimulating, positive and diverse

curriculum where students are provided with the skills, knowledge
and concepts that will carry them through life.
Academic and individual interests are celebrated and recognition is

is set. More subjects are set in Years 8 and 9, allowing students to

given to the varied knowledge and experiences they bring to school.

be taught in groups where they can best succeed.

Our curriculum provides a balanced framework which promotes

Key Stage 4 sees preparation for GCSE and other Level 2 vocational

intellectual curiosity, creativity, and the physical development

and technical qualifications. Years 10 and 11 continue to cover

of all students in preparation for life in a rapidly changing world.

the core curriculum of English, Maths, Science, RE, PE and PSHE.

Challenging goals and targets set for each student and regular

Students choose four option subjects, carefully matched to their

feedback through reviews and parents’ evenings enable all

academic strengths.

students to take a positive and responsible role in their own
progress. Parent Forums, in each subject, allow parents to be

In the Sixth Form students choose from an extensive selection

involved with their child’s learning and better understand the

of twenty five A-levels, selecting pathways which enable them

nature and style of today’s learning experience.

to continue on to further studies or into employment. The vast
majority of our students go on to study at top universities.

At Key Stage 3 students follow a core curriculum which includes
English, Maths, Science, IT, Spanish, German or French, Technology,
Geography, History, Art, Drama, Music, RE, PE and PSHE. Students
are taught in mixed ability groups in Year 7, except for Maths which
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Burford’s arts and culture
provision extends across
a broad and balanced
curriculum delivered
throughout the
whole school.
Chief Executive –
Arts Council, England
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Poppy – Year 10

There are so many extra-curricular
activities for everyone at Burford. In
Year 7 I took part in the gymnastics
club at lunch-time and after school
as I really enjoyed it. I now enjoy the
netball and hockey after school clubs
and play for the school when given
the opportunity. There are lots of
inter-house tournaments too which
promote working together as a team
for house-points.

EN R I C H M EN T
In February 2018 the wide range of extra curricular opportunities
in the fields of art, drama, dance and music was recognised by

Arts Council, England who awarded us a prestigious Platinum
Artsmark Award.

We believe that learning outside the taught curriculum

the Boarding House enhancing the sense of community and

develops and extends our students, enhancing rapport,

giving rise to some lighthearted rivalry.

mutual understanding and respect. We therefore have a
rich and exciting range of extended learning and extra-

Whether scientist, artist, sportsperson or performer, there

curricular programmes for all year groups both during and

is room to flourish at Burford School. Whatever a student’s

after school. In addition, our boarding students enjoy an

level of skill, encouragement is given to take part and

extensive programme of activities after prep each evening

acknowledgement is made of both effort and success. New

and at weekends.

and life-long friendships are made, talents discovered and the
energy, enthusiasm and patience acquired transfers itself into

All students are placed in one of four houses: named after

the classroom, significantly enhancing everyday performance.

each of our founders. This gives them a sense of belonging and
provides them with opportunities to participate and achieve

The importance of these activities is formally recognised

success across a variety of activities, some of which they may

at our annual Prize Giving ceremonies and at our Charter

never have experienced before. The House system extends to

Day celebrations.
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There are many effective
teachers in a wide range of
subjects who provide interesting
and varied lessons.
Ofsted 2018
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Edgar – Year 11

Sport at Burford encourages those
who wish to compete as well as
encouraging those who like to play
for pleasure. Activities range from
competing at National Equestrian
Events to playing cricket against the
MCC. Sports tours abroad and ski-trips
are always a great success. The staff
are incredibly proud of the school’s
sporting history and are always aiming
to provide opportunities for everyone.

SPORT
Sport plays a key role in life at Burford and we are fortunate to have
extensive grounds which we make full use of throughout the year.
Beyond the timetable, sport takes place at lunch-times, after

District, County, Regional and National competitions. In a normal

school and on residential trips during the holidays. We place

year students are involved in around three hundred and fifty

an emphasis on developing young athletes through our Athletic

inter-school fixtures across eleven sports.

Foundation. Students are encouraged to embrace a multi-sport
approach as we believe this is most likely to transfer to life-long

Each summer we hold an annual cricket match against the MCC

involvement in physical activity. Students are also given access

and our thriving Equestrian Team competes throughout the year

to an Athletic Development Programme that can be completed

for places at the NSEA Championships at Hickstead - the highlight

at home.

of the riding year.

Students participate in a variety of team sports including Netball,

Burford has developed strong connections with schools from

Hockey, Rugby, Football, Tennis and Cricket. They also enjoy

all over the world and we regularly compete with teams from

individual sports such as Gymnastics, Badminton, Table Tennis,

abroad. In addition, we undertake a major sports tour abroad

Cycling and Athletics. This culminates in inter-house competitions

every three years. To date students have enjoyed trips to

each term. We continue to evolve our programme to reflect the

Australia, New Zealand and Singapore. These trips are extremely

students needs and facilities we have access to.

popular and undoubtedly add a further dimension to the already
busy curriculum.

In addition, a full and varied selection of clubs is provided and
the school prides itself on the extensive list of fixtures including
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A wonderful place that is home to a vibrant community
of hardworking students and caring staff
Ofsted 2018
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James – Year 12

The staff in the Boarding House create
a nurturing and caring environment
where you can flourish and reach
your academic, social and physical
goals. The facilities include a fully
equipped gym and a basketball court
and an orchard where you can relax
and socialise with your friends. At the
weekend there are recreational trips
available, including visits to the cinema,
ice-skating and the theatre.

B OA R D I N G
Burford School is one of the few state schools in the country to offer
boarding and has done so since its establishment in 1571.
As one of the few State Boarding Schools in England, we are in the

A dedicated boarding team, which includes residential pastoral

enviable position of being able to offer first-rate boarding provision

staff, medical staff and some boarding tutors, provides a balanced

to students at a cost far below that of Independent Schools.

influence for boarders and helps them to develop and flourish.

Students who hold a British passport or have pre-settled status are

Careful attention and support is given to welfare and the academic

eligible to apply for a place and each year we attract students living

and social progress of each student. ‘Students progress as a result

within the United Kingdom and also international students who wish

of boarding, both in their academic achievement and in their social

to experience a traditional British boarding school education.

development.’ (Boarding Ofsted 2018)

Numbering around a hundred, students are housed a short walk

Students who wish, or need, to stay on after school can join

away from the school in one of the town’s most historic buildings.

the boarders for tea and supervised prep from Monday to

Comprising a range of nationalities and ages, the boarding house

Friday. They can make use of this facility occasionally or on

is warm and friendly and the family atmosphere is enhanced by the

a regular basis.

presence of siblings.
Boarders are an integral part of this historic school with a high and
The accommodation is of a high standard with younger students

enviable reputation. They achieve consistently excellent academic

in shared bedrooms and senior students in study bedrooms, twin

results and are well noted for their achievements and their mature

or single rooms. Common rooms, kitchens for independent cooking,

approach to individual and community activities, as well as their

a gym, prep room, refectory, large central courtyard, garden and

positive relationships with adults and their peers.

orchard for outdoor activities all contribute to making the boarding
houses a ‘home’ to come back to at the end of the day.
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In the Sixth Form students are fully engaged in
their learning and are extremely positive about
the guidance they receive from their teachers.
Ofsted 2018
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Jacob – Year 13

The opportunity to study Music at
A-level was integral in my decision
to stay on into the Sixth Form. The
course has been absorbing and totally
fulfilling. I have enjoyed a range of
opportunities within this community,
studying with Dr John Traill and
playing with the Burford Symphony
Orchestra. I am looking forward to what
lies ahead at university, but I will truly
miss my time here.

SIXTH FORM
Life in the modern world is exciting and fast moving and so in the
Sixth Form we seek to prepare our students for the journey ahead.
We equip them with the confidence and enthusiasm to succeed

entrepreneurship, are developed through the Young Enterprise

in whatever challenges they may face. ‘The Sixth Form is a real

Scheme, and leadership opportunities arise through extra-

strength of the school’ (Ofsted 2018) and a large and vibrant

curricular activities and the Community Sports Leader Award.

community. We currently have over 200 students; 10% of whom
joined the school in Year 12. Students go on to a range of top

Sixth Form students at Burford choose their programme of study

universities within the Russell Group, including Oxford and

from twenty five A-level subjects. Students study either three (or

Cambridge. Others gain places to study art or drama or go

occasionally four) A-levels over two years. In Year 12 all students

into employment.

also take one subject from the Extended Curriculum.

We provide a learning environment for young adults with the

Whether the next step for our students is further study or the

emphasis on developing self-discipline and independent learning.

world of work, they leave us at the end of their two years in

Our sixth formers are fully involved in the life of the school. They act

the Sixth Form as well-rounded young adults, instilled with the

as role models and mentors to younger students and take part in a

personal values and skills that will allow them to contribute

wealth of activities including sports, debating and performing arts.

positively to the wider world.

A significant number are involved in the Gold Duke of Edinburgh
Award. Important business skills, including team work and
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A F I R M F O U N DAT I O N
Nick Gardner

Old Burfordian - 1967 - 1970

My motivation in attending Burford Grammar School was to have the opportunity to participate in Agricultural
studies. My three years at Burford, living in the boarding house and learning the independence that brings, set
me up for a career in Agriculture. I worked in the Agricultural Seed industry in the UK, New Zealand and Australia
and had the privilege to become the export manager and the Managing Director of two of the seed companies
that I worked for. I had the opportunity to travel widely in Western countries, the Middle East and Asia. Other
opportunities presented and I became a director of a Credit Union (Mutual Bank), President of The Asia Pacific
Seed Association (Industry Group) and a representative on trade associations in New Zealand and Australia.

Maggie Boyd

Old Burfordian - 2009 - 2016

My time at Burford helped me to explore my interests, grow my confidence, develop my skill set, and learn from my
mistakes. Thanks to the support network provided by both staff and peers, I was able to make well-informed decisions
on my education pathway which has led me to a career which I truly love. After my A-levels, I studied Biochemistry
at the University of Manchester, during which I worked in a research lab for a year as part of my Masters project.
I am now a Scientific Project Coordinator in the medical communications sector, working within a team to deliver
medically-driven projects in collaboration with pharmaceutical companies.

Alex Horrox

Old Burfordian - 2008 - 2015

Hannah Bickersteth

Samantha Hunt-Garbarino

Sally Scott

Carrie Collins

Gilbert Jessop

Mark Smith

Jonathan Eddolls

Mike Lee

Lorna Thompson

Burford School provided me with endless opportunities to explore what I loved, in particular the huge range of
subjects to choose from at both GCSE and A-level. Having done GCSE Drama, I found a love for acting and film,
which motivated me to start my own video production company and I now work across the UK and Europe. As
well as this, I’ve been working as a Supporting Artist in the TV and film industry. Throughout my time at Burford
we were supported when it came to choosing our next steps, and I made some life-long friends along the way.’

RICS Surveyor

Veterinary Surgeon

Architect

England Cricketer

F1 Race Engineer

Scottish Rugby Player

Mary Ellis

Jake Payne

ATA Pilot

Alice Freeman
Olympic Rower

Fusion Energy Engineer

Henry Purdy

International Rugby Player

Actor

Headteacher

Fundraising and Events Manager

Anne Tivey

Clinical Research Fellow

Thomas Webster

First Team Strength & Conditioning Coach
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The mind is not a vessel to be filled
but a fire to be kindled.
Plutarch
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Pupils are encouraged to be individuals
and to ‘follow their dreams’.
Ofsted 2018

Burford School
Cheltenham Road
Burford, Oxfordshire
OX18 4PL
www.burford.oxon.sch.uk

Day School: 01993 823303
Boarding: 01993 823283
office@burford.oxon.sch.uk
boarding@burford.oxon.sch.uk
Head: Mr M Albrighton MA (Cantab)

